What Makes a
Great Leader
Insights from national thought leaders and
Twin Cities business executives.
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What Makes a Great Leader

INTRODUCTION

Leadership is not about titles, positions, or flow charts.
It is about one life influencing another.”
- JOHN C. MAXWELL | Leadership Expert, Speaker, and Author

If you Google the question “What makes a good leader?” you’ll get
about 30 million results. Combined with the tens of thousands
of books written on the topic, it seems that everyone is seeking
leadership advice and everyone is dispensing it!
A recent perusal of articles published on Inc.com turned up these
irresistible titles, plus many more:
•

12 Leadership Lessons to Learn From the Navy SEALS

•

4 Unexpected Words Powerful Leaders Say Daily to Inspire
Others

•

1 Trait Great Leaders Possess More Than Any Other

•

This Famous Quote Will Teach You Everything You Need to
Know About Leadership

Average leaders raise the bar
on themselves; good leaders
raise the bar for others; great
leaders inspire others to raise
their own bar.”
- ORRIN WOODWARD | NY Times Bestselling Author

To be sure, “How to become a better leader” is top of mind for most
C-level executives and business owners in companies of all sizes.
That’s because when it comes to business leaders, the difference
between being average and great can have a profound effect on
a company’s success. Great leaders maximize shareholder value,
dominate markets and increase profits. Not single-handedly, of
course, but through influencing and inspiring others.
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INTRODUCTION

“New leadership is needed.”
“New leadership is needed.” How many times have you read this statement in a Wall Street Journal article
calling for a new vision, new ideas and new direction at a company? Indeed, high-profile leadership changes
abound. Ford fired its CEO in 2017 amid a declining stock price and a strategy that failed to respond to
growing Silicon Valley competitors (Read, Tesla), and replaced him with an industry outsider. In 2016, we
also witnessed CEO musical chairs from Delta, Wells Fargo, Barnes and Noble, Symantec, and Nest.

What are essential leadership skills?
What are companies seeking in leaders? And
what are the essential leadership skills and how
do you learn them? Psychologist and author
Daniel Goleman, who writes extensively about
leadership, insists that great leaders have an
abundance of emotional intelligence.
“Without it [emotional intelligence], a person can
have first-class training, an incisive mind, and an
endless supply of good ideas, but he or she still
won’t be a great leader. The chief components
of emotional intelligence—self-awareness, selfregulation, motivation, empathy, and social
skill—can sound unbusinesslike, but Goleman

Vistage Minnesota

found direct ties between emotional intelligence
and measurable business results,” reports
The Harvard Business Review.
Other leadership gurus like Warren Bennis and
John C. Maxwell have filled volumes of books with
sage leadership advice. Want more than what a
book can offer? Many colleges and universities
offer bachelor’s and master’s degrees in leadership.
St. Catherine University in St. Paul, Minn. offers a
highly-regarded M.A. in Organizational Leadership,
for example. But few corporate executives don’t
have time to pursue another degree. So, what’s
the time-challenged exec to do?
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Learning leadership skills through a peer group
For most senior leaders, finding the time to work on and polish
their leadership skills is daunting. There are always conferences,
classes and seminars you can attend, and books to read, but
another more efficient and sustainable option is joining one of
the many peer group organizations. In a peer group, you meet
with like-minded executives, usually representing different (noncompeting industries) to share business issues, challenges, and
solutions that get to your most vexing questions.
One of the leading peer groups in the Greater Minneapolis and St.
Paul area is Vistage Minnesota. Over 400 leaders in the Twin Cities
belong to Vistage. “You can spend $15,000 – $20,000 on a twoweek class at a big-name business school and get 15 topics and
you’re done,” says Cory Ploen, CEO of QualiTech.
“With Vistage, however, we focus on several key topics over several
months to really understand them and make sure we implement
them into our business. You get the value because you keep
coming back and you have time to implement new ideas and
discuss issues around implementation with others who are trying
to do the same thing in their organizations.”
We spoke with dozens of Vistage members in the Twin Cities to
find out what they learn from their memberships and how the
peer group helps them become better leaders.

Vistage Minnesota

From these conversations with
CEOs, business owners, and other
executives, we’ve identified at
least four areas where they’ve all
grown and evolved as company
leaders:
1. Leading Change
2. Making Better Decisions
3. Creating a Vibrant Culture
4. Developing the Leadership
Skills of All
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CHAPTER 1

Leading Change
When you’re finished changing, you’re finished.”
- BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

Every company at one time or another goes
through change. Indeed, if there ever was
a constant in business, it’s change. Business
textbooks are peppered with the names of once
great companies that didn’t change quickly
enough to adapt to customer demands, product
innovations, and competitors. Former Intel CEO
Andy Grove famously decried, “Adapt or die,” when
he urged leaders to change quickly or get left
behind by the competition.
Millard “Mickey” Drexler is the former chairman
and CEO of J.Crew Group Inc. He’s a fashion
genius known for his ability to spot trends, but
he admitted to missing how quickly technology
has disrupted the retail industry (Mr. Drexler also
recently stepped aside as CEO). “I’ve never seen
the speed of change as it is today,” he laments in
an interview with The Wall Street Journal.

If you’re not a good leader, you really
can’t facilitate change. You can’t
execute without everyone being on
the same page.”

Vistage Minnesota

- STEVE LUDVIGSON | CEO of Cerasis

Peter Schutz, a long-time Vistage speaker and
former CEO of Porsche AG, recalls that he was
once asked by a factory worker why Porsche
needed all its engineers and managers amid
financial challenges (At the time, Porsche was
working through a global financial crisis affecting
the automobile industry).
Schutz’s response: “Your suggestion would work
well if there were no changes taking place.
The problem is our world does keep changing.
New technologies and materials are developed
that could improve our vehicles. Competitors
keep coming up with new and better products.
Markets change, customers’ tastes change.
“The job of management is to deal with change.
That’s why we need those other people.”

Steve Ludvigson, CEO of third-party logistics company Cerasis
and Vistage member, has learned from Vistage speakers like
Mr. Schutz and fellow members that great leaders can inspire
other employees to enact change throughout a company.
Steve’s also learned he must have buy-in from his own
leadership team before any changes occur. CEOs need their
leadership teams to “be on the same page.”
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CHAPTER 2

Making Better Decisions

Wherever you see a successful business,
someone once made a courageous decision.”
- PETER DRUCKER | Management Consultant, Educator, and Author

As a business leader, you’re called upon every day to make decisions. Often these decisions affect the lives
of your employees and alter the direction of your company. Leaders don’t take these decisions lightly, but
you also don’t have the luxury of ruminating for weeks on end. Meanwhile, while you’re quietly weighing the
pros and cons of all your options, your competitors aren’t standing still.
The good news is you can learn to make better decisions. Amazon’s Jeff Bezos says you should never wait
until you have all the information you need to make a decision. Sure, in a perfect world that would be great.
He implores his employees with this guidance: “Most decisions should probably be made with somewhere
around 70 percent of the information you wish you had. If you wait for 90 percent, in most cases, you’re
moving too slow.” (Inc.com)
Indeed, Cerasis CEO Steve Ludvigson says he needs to make decisions in his business based on the information
he has at his immediate disposal. “The business opportunity may pass by if I wait for all the information I need
to make a decision,” he shares.
Moreover, you can’t make complex business decisions on instinct and intuition alone. Every CEO or senior
leader needs a “board of advisors”—formal or informal. You can handpick a group of four or five people to
serve as your consiglieri—preferably individuals with a diverse range of business experiences.
Present your dilemma or issue to your “board” and ask for their insights. Don’t want to go to the time and
trouble of forming your board of advisors? Join one of many peer advisory groups.

Vistage Minnesota
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CHAPTER 2 - Making Better Decisions

One of the reasons Tom Schoen, president of BTM Global, joined Vistage was to mine insights and ideas
from other business leaders. “I’ve gained so much from the perspectives and ideas of Vistage members
and speakers. They’ve shaped how I view critical business decisions and challenges and have helped
inform my own decision-making for the better,” he shares.

I’ve gained so much from the perspectives and ideas of Vistage members and speakers. They’ve
shaped how I view critical business decisions and challenges, and have helped inform my own
decision-making for the better.”

- TOM SCHOEN | President, BTM Global

Other Vistage members share Mr. Schoen’s enthusiasm. Steve Salmi, CEO of Corporate Psychologists,
tells us that, “Vistage is my board of advisors.”
Dan Juntunen, Wells Concrete CEO, says, “The simple, popular decisions are easy. Where Vistage helps
you is leading you through making the difficult decisions.” These are the decisions that typically affect
employee lives. “Everybody hates making these decisions,” he shares. His group members don’t let him
off the hook easily. “This group helps you focus on the greater good and do what you need to do,”
Dan summarizes.

Vistage Minnesota
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CHAPTER 3

Creating a Vibrant Culture
You have to put your heart in the business and the business in your heart.”
- THOMAS J. WATSON | Founder of IBM

Corporate leaders at companies of all sizes know the importance of an organization’s culture. From the
boardroom to the loading dock, leaders know that “culture alignment” is essential to establishing a vibrant
culture that motivates and inspires your employees to come to work every day. But unfortunately, says a
recent article on Inc.com, “Company culture can become an afterthought and take a back seat to initiatives
with a more visible impact on the P&L.”

Culture as competitive differentiator
But it’s also well understood that the right culture can drive
what companies regard as their key differentiators; product
innovation, customer service, quality, design, or cutting-edge
technology, for instance. To be sure, Brian Chesky, co-founder,
and CEO of Airbnb says, “A company’s culture is the foundation
for future innovation. An entrepreneur’s job is to build the
foundation.” Apple, known for its unparalleled design prowess,
put its money where its mouth is when the company realigned its vast design organization to report directly
to the CEO. That signaled to everyone at Apple that, “We lead with design.”
While CEOs and senior leaders can be relentless culture evangelists, they can’t make it stick without
the broad support of your employees—whether you have 20 or 2,000. Author and former Navy SEAL
Brent Gleeson says, “Leadership behaviors can make or break a culture. Senior leaders have to truly believe
in the culture they are trying to build and maintain. It can’t just be something that is mentioned in a job
interview or painted on the walls as a ‘culture statement.’”

Vistage Minnesota
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CHAPTER 3 - Creating a Vibrant Culture

Indeed, business author Warren Bennis insists, “The single most important determinant of corporate
culture is the behavior of the chief executive.” Because of the strong link between company performance,
culture and the C-suite, peer groups, particularly Vistage, encourage business owners and CEOs to
mold hardy corporate cultures.
Lessons from national speakers and other members of his Vistage group have helped John Prosser, CEO
of AC Industries develop a distinctive culture at the company he founded. Over time, he’s transformed
his organization into where most employees are on the “same page.” AC Industries’ raison d’etre is
customer service. “Customers are not going to tolerate anything but a customer-centric model moving
forward. People want to have a good experience,” says John.
Deb Erickson, founder, and CEO of The Line-Up shares that culture has always been a focus at her
company, but “Vistage has made me think about it more intentionally,” she says. Ms. Erickson led an
effort to retool the company’s values to make sure all employees understand how their behaviors
reflect the culture.

Customers are not going to tolerate anything but a customer-centric model moving forward.”
- JOHN PROSSER | CEO, AC Industries

Vistage Minnesota
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CHAPTER 4

Developing the Leadership
Skills of All
Don’t wish it was easier, wish you were better. Don’t wish for fewer problems, wish
for more skills. Don’t wish for less challenge, wish for more wisdom.”
-JIM ROHN | Entrepreneur, Author and Motivational Speaker

It was the entrepreneur and author Jim Rohn who wisely urged all
of us to “Work harder on yourself than you do on your job.” Indeed,
Mr. Rohn maintained that personal development never ends. In
addition to improving your own skills and capabilities, leaders also
must ensure their companies have a robust self-development
environment where all employees have opportunities to “sharpen
the saw.”

I know there’s a link between
business performance and
the health and well-being of
our employees.”
- RHODA OLSEN | CEO, Great Clips

After all, when you invest in developing yourself and your
employees, you’re improving your organization’s performance.
A bonus: generous personal development benefits such as
tuition reimbursement, opportunities to attend conferences,
learning sabbaticals, and other perks help attract and keep smart,
dedicated employees.
In his essay The Miracle of Personal Development, Mr. Rohn wrote,
“What you become is far more important than what you get. The
important question to ask on the job is not, ‘What am I getting?’
Instead, you should ask, ‘What am I becoming?’”

Vistage Minnesota
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CHAPTER 4- Developing the Leadership Skills of All

Transforming mind and body
Not surprisingly, much of today’s personal
development best practices incorporate a healthy
blend of activities that transform both mind
and body. Rhoda Olsen, CEO of Great Clips and
long-time Vistage member, says there is a link
between business performance and the health
and well-being of herself and her employees. She
makes time every day for exercise and insists her
leadership team be both physically and mentally
fit. To drive that point home she loves challenging
her staff to frequent pushup contests.
Some business owners and CEOs view their
membership in a peer group as the perfect
instrument for continual self-improvement. To be
sure, many Vistage members have lost weight,
become physically fit, and transformed eating
habits after hearing from experts like fitness guru
Dean Rosson. In a workshop for both Vistage
members and spouses, Mr. Rosson shared his
“Powerful Strategies For Health and Wellness.”
Vistage members often invite individuals from
their leadership teams to presentations to hear
relevant speakers, which helps accelerate the
spread of new ideas and initiatives throughout
their companies.

Vistage Minnesota

For years, companies have been organizing
offsite team-building exercises that can lead to
more collaboration and improved performance
throughout organizations. In the spirit of the
power of shared experiences, peer groups offer
opportunities for members to participate in
unique events that push leaders beyond selfimposed limitations.
For instance, when a large group of Vistage
members attended the Thayer Leader
Development Group at West Point they were
treated to a fusion of intellectual stimulation,
physical training and the chance to get to know
their fellow Vistage members that would have
been nearly impossible in any other venue.
Attendees returned home with a deeper
understanding of what it means to be a great
leader and fresh ideas that could energize
their companies.
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Postscript
The challenge of leadership is to be strong but not rude; be kind, but not weak;
be bold, but not a bully; be humble, but not timid; be proud, but not arrogant;
have humor but without folly.”
- JIM ROHN | Entrepreneur, Author and Motivational Speaker

The preceding eBook is far from a comprehensive view of what it takes to become a good, even great leader.
But it’s a start. A beginning, if you will, of a journey that for most of us lasts a lifetime.
Start by focusing on at least one of the areas we have shared here: Leading Change; Making Better Decisions;
Creating a Vibrant Culture; and Developing the Leadership Skills of All. But most of all, continue to learn
and grow. We’ve noted several options where you and your employees can turn to continue the personal
development journey.

Consider a peer group
Each year, thousands of leaders turn to executive peer groups. When you surround yourself with great
people, you’ll naturally improve your own “game.” That’s why Vistage has such a high retention rate. Members
experience results. “My group pushes me to become better, and it’s a source of ideas I can try at Rockton
Software,” says Jenn Schoemer. “They are my inspiration.”
Jim Ginther, CEO of US Compliance, Corp., puts the value of Vistage in more pragmatic terms: “Being a part
of Vistage has been instrumental in the success of our company. We grew 12 percent in 2015 and 22 percent
in 2016, and I attribute much of the growth to what I learned through Vistage.”
White Oaks Wealth Advisors president, Sharon Bloodworth, gets value from a peer group of individuals in
many different industries. “One of the things I love to do is study other people’s business models because you
can learn much from other industries. You get more creativity for your own business by spending time with
people outside of your own industry, which I find quite fascinating.”
To repeat, most leaders jump into a peer group like Vistage, however, because they see it as a chance to learn.
“Nobody is as smart as all of us, and to have the opportunity to sit down with other company leaders, and
to be able to pick their brains and get their perspectives is a valuable resource,” says Paul Ingebrigsten, CEO
of Williams Sound.
Vistage Minnesota
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The best way to see if a Vistage group is right for
you and your company is to try a complimentary,
no-obligation meeting.
As self-development author Brian Tracy once said, “Become the kind of leader that
people would follow voluntarily, even if you had no title or position.”

Experience Vistage
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